BOOKING FORM

You can also book your place online today at www.natre.org.uk

Strictly RE / Saturday 26 January 2019 / Park Inn Hotel, Bath Road, Heathrow Airport, London, UB7 0DU
Conference fee: £175 (£25 early bird discount on bookings received by 31 October 2018)

Your details
Title:

First name:

Last name:

NATRE membership number (if known):

Position:

Email address:

★★★★★

(Please ensure you provide a valid email address for the person attending. We will be emailing out confirmation of sessions and exciting announcements in the run up to the conference.)

Organisation/school name (if applicable):

Rated Excellent/Very Good by
97% of 2018 delegates!

Address:
Postcode:
Dietary requirements:

Payment

Current NATRE members’ discounts: Bronze (£40) / Silver (£60) / Gold (£80) / Platinum (£80)

J oin NOW! Tick here to join NATRE with a Bronze membership (£75) to get £40 off your booking!*

Tick as applicable:

Please invoice the organisation/school
at the address given

Card number:

I enclose a cheque made payable to NATRE
I would like to pay by (please circle as appropriate)
Visa / MasterCard / Switch / Delta
Cardholder’s name:
Billing address (if different from delivery address): __________

Start date:

/

/

Expiry date:

Security number:

“Some of the best practical CPD
I’ve had in 17 years. Tons of ideas to
transfer directly to the classroom”

Issue number (Switch):

Signature:
Date:

Postcode:
Please tick your first and second choice for each session.
Unsure which seminar to choose? For full details of speakers and seminars visit www.natre.org.uk

First
choice

A1 Primary ‘All the world’s a stage!’

Thought-provoking keynotes

Conference

A2 Primary Getting arty in RE: how can art lead to deep learning?

Seminar A

27 seminars to choose from

Second
choice

A3 Primary Limitless RE

A4 Cross phase Playing around in RE

Exciting and relevant exhibitors
Networking and connections

26 JANUARY 2019

A5 Secondary Celebrating diversity within Christian practices

A6 Secondary Getting Shia Islam correct: misconceptions, Imamate and Ashura

PARK INN HOTEL, HEATHROW, LONDON

A7 Secondary AQA: one grade higher …

A8 Secondary Edexcel: one grade higher …

A9 Cross phase Dealing with withdrawal in RE
B1 Primary Creative RE for 3–6s: practical activities and examples

Seminar B

B2 Primary Teaching about non-religious worldviews in primary schools
B3 Primary ExploRE Hinduism

B4 Cross phase Conversations about curriculum balance

B5 Secondary Facts and artefacts: teaching with artefacts even if you haven’t got any in your classroom!
B6 Secondary Exploring non-religious worldviews: definitions, data, diversity
B7 Secondary Eduqas (WJEC): one grade higher …
B8 Secondary OCR: one grade higher …

B9 Cross phase Achieving REQM Gold and what it has done for our schools
C1 Primary Inspiring and creative RE for younger pupils

Seminar C

C2 Primary RE as part of a broad and balanced curriculum

C3 Primary ‘You alone’: reflective and spiritual Islam for the primary classroom

C4 Cross phase REdiscovering Middlesbrough: using technology to bring faith into the classroom
C5 Secondary Closing the vocabulary gap in RE

BOOK YOUR PLACE TODAY!

C6 Secondary RE and cultural capital: closing the gap for disadvantaged learners
C7 Secondary Questioning questions and questioning answers

C8 Secondary Teaching the arguments for the existence of God at A level
C9 Cross phase National RE: what does the future hold?

Full terms and conditions will be sent to you with your booking confirmation.
Please return this form to: Mark Clarke, NATRE, 5–6 Imperial Court, 12 Sovereign Road,
Birmingham, B30 3FH
Email: courses@retoday.org.uk Call: 0121 458 3313 Fax: 0121 285 1816

Visit the NATRE website for more details.

Go to: www.natre.org.uk/strictlyRE-2019/
Email: courses@retoday.org.uk
Call: 0121 458 3313
*Dependent on membership package.

NATRE working in association with RE Today

EARLY BIRD
DISCOUNT!
Book before
31 October and save £25!
Prices start as
low as £70
for NATRE members*

Full price £175

PROGRAMME

SEMINARS

For more information, including speakers’ profiles, visit www.natre.org.uk

Registration
9.15–10.00

10.00–10.15

10.15–11.00

11.00–11.30

Seminar A
11.30–
12.30

Level

Age range

Speaker

Seminar B
12.35–1.35

Level

Age range

Speaker

1.35–2.30

Seminar C
2.30–3.30

Level

Age range

Speaker

3.30–3.45

3.45–4.40

4.40–4.45

Coffee on arrival, exhibition and networking

Secondary

14–16

AQA

B7 Eduqas
(WJEC):
one grade
higher …

Secondary

14–16

A6 Getting Shia A7 AQA:
Islam correct:
one grade
misconceptions, higher …
Imamate and
Ashura

Secondary

13–16

Zameer Hussain

B6 Exploring
non-religious
worldviews:
definitions,
data, diversity

Secondary

Welcome and updates on the work of NATRE and the wider world of RE Ben Wood, Chair of NATRE

A5 Celebrating
diversity within
Christian
practices

Secondary

11–16

Chris Giles

B5 Facts and
artefacts:
teaching with
artefacts even
if you haven’t
got any in your
classroom!

Secondary

11–18

C7 Questioning
questions and
questioning
answers

Secondary

13–16

Lisa O’Connor

Stephen Pett
Eduqas
and Dr Jonathan
Lanman

C6 RE and
cultural
capital: closing
the gap for
disadvantaged
learners

Secondary

11–16

Angela Hill

Keynote 1: Religious literacy: what does this mean for pupils? Prof. Grace Davie, University of Exeter

Cross phase

7–14

Primary

5–11

Lat Blaylock

B4
Conversations
about
curriculum
balance

Cross phase

Jo Richardson

B3 ExploRE
Hinduism

Primary

5–16
11–16

5–11

Dr Kathryn
Wright and
Olivia Seymour
Gerry Cohen

Julia DiamondConway

Secondary

11–16

C3 ‘You alone’:
reflective and
spiritual Islam
for the primary
classroom

Cross phase

9–16

Joanne Harris

C4
C5 Closing the
REdiscovering
vocabulary gap
Middlesbrough: in RE
using technology
to bring faith
into the
classroom

Primary

5–11

Adam Robertson Jennifer Surtees

A2 Getting
A3 Limitless RE A4 Playing
arty in RE: how
around in RE
can art lead to
deep learning?

Primary

5–11

Katie Freeman

B2 Teaching
about nonreligious
worldviews
in primary
schools

Primary

5–11

Fiona Moss and
Luke Donellan

C2 RE as part
of a broad
and balanced
curriculum

Primary

5–11

Corrine Guntrip

Coffee, exhibition and networking

A1 ‘All the
world’s
a stage!’

Primary

5–11

Naomi Anstice

B1 Creative
RE for 3–6s:
practical
activities and
examples

Primary

3–6

Catriona Card

Lunch

C1 Inspiring
and creative
RE for younger
pupils

Primary

4–7

Fiona Moss

Coffee, exhibition and networking

Keynote 2: RE and the realities of religion and beliefs Lat Blaylock and Stephen Pett, National RE Advisers for RE Today

Exhibitor trail winner and conference close

Seminar A choices
11.30–12.30

Seminar B choices
12.35–1.35

A1 ‘All the world’s a stage!’
Naomi Anstice
Age 5–11

B1 Creative RE for 3–6s
Catriona Card

Unpacking concepts whilst developing empathy and
imagination, with ideas for introducing drama into your RE
lessons. No acting skills required! This session is about making
opportunities for drama non-threatening and accessible for all.

Explore how using a creative approach can provide
opportunities to enhance young children’s knowledge and
understanding and support them to demonstrate the breadth
and depth of their understanding. This session will consider
some possible pitfalls of combining RE with creative subjects.

A2 Getting arty in RE: how
can art lead to deep learning?
Katie Freeman
Age 5–11
We will be looking at a range of practical classroom-based
ideas that link RE with art. We will focus on how art can help
children to think deeply and show in-depth understanding
of religions and non-religious worldviews.

A3 Limitless RE
Joanne Richardson

Age 5–11

Full of practical strategies, including the use of Total
Communication and TEACCH activities, you will gain the
tools you need to make sure all children are accessing the RE
curriculum regardless of additional needs. Leading by example,
Joanne will share how her school has ensured that there are no
limits on RE learning.

A4 Playing around in RE
Lat Blaylock

Age 7–14

Do you think RE needs to be more fun than drying paint or
growing grass? I do. This session for 7–14s will showcase six
fun ideas for games and playful activities which you will want
to use in your classroom with both junior and lower-secondary
pupils. The ideas will be linked to key RE content, concepts
and learning outcomes.

A5 Celebrating diversity within
Christian practices
Chris Giles
Age 11–16
Examine divergent ways of teaching Christian practices,
specifically different ways in which baptisms and Holy
Communion are celebrated and interpreted by denominations.
This session will examine a range of practices from low church
to high church, with contrasting examples. Some find this
boring to teach: not after this session!

A6 Getting Shia Islam correct:
misconceptions, Imamate and Ashura
Zameer Hussain
Age 13–16
This session will support teachers with subject knowledge and
teaching ideas for some difficult concepts in Shia Islam. This
will be a step further than just discussing the Sunni–Shia split,
and will focus on the heart of key Shia beliefs and practices
so they can be taught confidently.

A7 AQA: one grade higher …
AQA
Age 14–16
NATRE have invited AQA to run a session at Strictly RE 2019. Come
and receive support on teaching the GCSE content for this exam
board. Hear about how to equip students to hone their responses and
answer specific question types. Whether you are with AQA or thinking
of changing to them, come along to find out more.

A8 Edexcel: one grade higher …
Edexcel
Age 14–16

A8 Edexcel:
one grade
higher …

Secondary

14–16

Edexcel

B8 OCR:
one grade
higher …

Secondary

14–16

OCR

C8 Teaching
the arguments
for the
existence of
God at A level

Secondary

16–18

Dr Rachael
Jackson-Royal

NATRE have invited Edexcel to run a session at Strictly RE 2019. Come
and receive support on teaching the GCSE content for this exam
board. Hear about how to equip students to hone their responses
and answer specific question types. Whether you are with Edexcel or
thinking of changing to them, come along to find out more.

A9 Dealing with withdrawal in RE
Discussion panel

A9 Dealing
with
withdrawal in
RE

Cross phase

N/A

Discussion panel

B9 Achieving
REQM Gold
and what it has
done for our
schools

Cross phase

5–16

Linda Rudge
and REQM
teachers

C9 National RE:
what does the
future hold?

Cross phase

N/A

Discussion panel

Withdrawal is a difficult issue to face in schools. ‘Come and
listen to people offering their thoughts about the law, sharing
their own experiences and offering practical solutions.’ Ideal
for head teachers and SLTs.

Seminar C choices
2.30–3.30
Age 3–6

C1 Inspiring and creative
RE for younger pupils
Fiona Moss

Age 4–7

This session offers interactive strategies to teach stories, learn
about different religions and learn from festivals. You will gain
creative strategies for direct teaching and continuous provision
focusing on a number of religions.

B2 Teaching about non-religious
worldviews in primary schools
Fiona Moss and Luke Donnellan Age 5–11

C2 RE as part of a broad
and balanced curriculum
Corrine Guntrip

A practical session exploring the breadth of non-religious
worldviews and providing lesson ideas to use in school.
Humanists UK will also share a selection of activities that
can support teaching about humanist beliefs and values.

This seminar will focus on RE as an essential part of a broad and
balanced primary curriculum. We will look at the place of RE within
whole-school provision as well as different approaches to the teaching
of RE, both in terms of planning and practical classroom application.
Ideal for primary head teachers and SLTs.

B3 ExploRE Hinduism
Julia Diamond-Conway

Age 5–11

If you are looking for some inspiring ideas for teaching
Hinduism, this session is for you! As well as focusing on
practical teaching strategies, there will be opportunities for
participants to develop their subject knowledge and discover
more about the rich tapestry of ideas, practices and culture
that we have come to call ‘Hinduism’.

B4 Conversations about curriculum
balance
Dr Kathryn Wright
and Olivia Seymour
Age 5–16
Explore how we understand RE and the world of religion and
belief through the disciplinary lenses of theology, philosophy
and the human/social sciences. We will use practical classroom
audit tools to help teachers evaluate their curriculum in order
to promote religious literacy, and make suggestions about how
this balanced approach can shape assessment in RE. Ideal for
head teachers and SLT.

B5 Facts and artefacts
Gerry Cohen

Age 11–16

Get your hands on something over 100 years old! No, not
this seminar’s leader, but artefacts and objects with history
and purpose. Access Jewish artefacts, hear ideas for their
introduction and use in class. Take photos and get online
links, contacts and practical advice, whether you have physical
access to artefacts or not.

B6 Exploring non-religious worldviews:
definitions, data, diversity
Stephen Pett and
Dr Jonathan Lanman
Age 11–18
Drawing on interim findings from major research project Understanding
Unbelief, this session will map something of the diversity of nonreligious responses to life, from the UK and beyond. Practical ways of
studying the complex categories of ‘non-religion’ will be explored, as
well as reflecting on how we handle pupils’ varied viewpoints.

B7 Eduqas (WJEC): one grade higher …
Eduqas
Age 14–16
NATRE have invited Eduqas to run a session at Strictly RE 2019. Come
and receive support on teaching the GCSE content for this exam
board. Hear about how to equip students to hone their responses
and answer specific question types. Whether you are with Eduqas or
thinking of changing to them, come along to find out more.

B8 OCR: one grade higher ...
OCR
Age 14–16

Age 5–11

C3 ‘You alone’: reflective and spiritual
Islam for the primary classroom
Adam Robertson
Age 5–11
Islam is a complex and beautiful religion, yet so often the primary
classroom focuses on the how and what, rather than the why. This
interactive session will outline a scheme of work devised in partnership
with a representative of the Bristol Muslim community. Come away
with practical ideas to get students reflecting on the inner ideas
of Islam, and how they might learn from it themselves.

C4 REdiscovering Middlesbrough:
using technology to bring faith
into the classroom
Jennifer Surtees
Age 9–16
This project uses our local faith communities to teach the core beliefs
and practices of ‘the big six’. Unable to take every student to each
place of worship, we developed an online resource which brings the
places of worship to them. Can you do the same?

C5 Closing the vocabulary gap in RE
Joanne Harris
Age 11–16
Tackling text and dealing with concepts that require a rich knowledge
and understanding of language is an important aspect of RE, but also
an aspect that many pupils find difficult. This session will explore ways
to incorporate literacy and language work into RE from KS3 to GCSE.

C6 RE and cultural capital: closing
the gap for disadvantaged learners
Angela Hill
Age 11–16
Through promoting religious literacy and by using art forms in the
classroom, RE can enhance learners’ engagement with literature
and the arts, and can inspire creativity. This session will discuss crosscurricular opportunities and how works of art and literature can be
used to enhance learning experiences in RE.

C7 Questioning questions
and questioning answers
Lisa O’Connor
Age 13–16
This session is aimed at developing students’ skills and habits of
analysis and evaluation in GCSE Religious Studies. It will explore ideas
for how we can strategically help students to build effective chains
of reasoning when evaluating religious concepts and practices.
It includes resources from Christianity, Islam and Hinduism.

C8 Teaching the arguments for the
existence of God at A level
Dr Rachel Jackson-Royal
Age 16–18

NATRE have invited OCR to run a session at Strictly RE 2019. Come
and receive support on teaching the GCSE content for this exam
board. Hear about how to equip students to hone their responses and
answer specific question types. Whether you are with OCR or thinking
of changing to them, come along to find out more.

This session has a dual focus: it will help teachers improve their subject
knowledge of these different arguments, especially on the evaluation
which is worth more marks in the new specifications; and it will also
offer practical tips on how these can be taught in an engaging manner
to students. A must-attend for those teaching this core component
at A level!

B9 Achieving REQM Gold and what
it has done for our schools
Linda Rudge
Age 5–16

C9 National RE: what does the
future hold?
Discussion panel

Do you want to celebrate your school’s great RE? This
workshop, led by primary and secondary colleagues from
Gold award schools, will explore how schools can prepare
and apply for the RE Council’s REQM award. The award holders
will share their materials and experiences.

Over the last year, several reports (e.g. the Commission on RE’s Interim
Report and A New Settlement Revised: Religion and Belief in Schools)
have made recommendations for the future of RE. Come along to this
discussion panel to hear others’ views and offer your own. Chaired
by NATRE’s Ben Wood, the focus will be on how this impacts teachers
and pupils in the classroom.

